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Michigan Medicine has experienced inefficient staffing issues in providing interpreter services. Since a total two million patients use its services and represent different demographics, interpreter services are integral to best provide patient care. However, the institution is having difficulty in scheduling interpreters with patients due to lack of an efficient booking system. Around 65% of interpreters are scheduled the day before the appointments, and there are many reported cases that patients either missed the opportunity to have an interpreter or had to wait too long to get assigned appropriate interpreters. In the worst cases, service providers have failed to deliver proper medical service due to this lack of medical interpreters. In this regard, the client is looking for a better way to staff interpreters, and ideally seeks for staffing interpreters on-demand.

To assess the challenges, our team conducted contextual inquiries and personal in-depth interviews with key players from Michigan Medicine Interpreter Services in order to understand their overall work processes and daily workflow. The study was conducted over the past four months based on rigorous qualitative research, insightful findings and interpretation sessions. This report documents methodology, key findings, and final recommendations. Key findings and recommendation summary is as follows:

**Alternative Interpretation Methods**

While in-person interpretation services are often preferred by providers and interpreters, with over 2,000 requests per month and limited resources, it is impossible to provide an interpreter for each patient appointment at Michigan Medicine. As a result, alternative interpretation methods, such as remote telephonic or video interpreting must be explored.

**LEP Patient Focus**

While Interpreter Services exemplifies patient-focused values for LEP patients, training issues and other problems with clinics and hospitals makes it appear as if others in the health system are unaware of how to best care for LEP patients. As a result, the issue from lack of awareness of the importance of LEP patient’s care from all related parties should be addressed in a timely manner.

**The MiChart System**

We found that inefficiencies in the Michart system often leads to overbooking or underbooking, leading to overall inefficient staffing of interpreters as one of the root causes of Interpreter Services’ staffing problems. Because Interpreter Services is able to make requests to MiChart for overall system changes, we identified multiple places for improvement and suggested recommendations in the current MiChart system.
Introduction

Interpreter Services

Michigan Medicine Interpreter Services is an organization that provides interpretive services for the greater University of Michigan Medical System, including clinics in Plymouth, Livonia, and Howell. They currently have over 2,000 requests per month for interpretation of more than 70 languages, including Deaf, Deaf/Blind, and Limited English Proficiency (LEP) patients. They provide face-to-face interpretation services, "high-quality telephone interpreting" (UMHS Interpreter Services), and are looking to expand into video remote interpreting (VRI) within the next year (Gatonez).

Ambulatory care—of which Interpreter Services is a part—has set a benchmark goal for 80% of interpretive services to be conducted face-to-face (Gatonez).

Interpreter Services currently employs about 100 interpreters but their roles are dependent on language spoken and hours worked per week. There are 44 staff interpreters, 20 contract sign language interpreters, 4 administrative staff, and about 40 temporary employees (UMHS Interpreter Services). Spanish, Mandarin, Arabic, and Sign Language are the four most commonly requested services (Gatonez).

Project Goal

Although Interpreter Services is committed to providing the best quality healthcare to all patients regardless of English language capability, there are inefficiencies in their patient scheduling system that can result in confusing day-off rescheduling procedures at best and full appointment cancellations at worst. Interpreter Services claims this is the result of clerks incorrectly scheduling interpreters due to unintuitive scheduling procedures and lack of LEP patient focus. They currently employ different strategies, such as MiChart worklists, clerk training, phone interpretation, and video remote interpreting (VRI) prototyping in order to solve these issues but still record inefficiencies. In order to ensure the best possible health outcomes, Michigan Medicine Interpreter Services would like to better optimize their scheduling process in order to take full advantage of their limited staff and successfully help the high number of LEP patients that use the service.
Background

Current Institutional Solutions for Interpretation Services: Speaking Together

Speaking Together: National Languages Service Network (hereafter, Speaking Together) is a national collaborative founded in 2005 that brings together 10 different hospitals in order to foster interdisciplinary health solutions for LEP patients. In practice, these hospitals test different interpreter service solutions in order to “identify effective ways to reduce ethnic and racial disparities in the quality of patient care...providing tools that health systems can use to improve the overall quality of care delivery” (Regenstein, Huang 3). Speaking Together’s main goals are creating national standards of care for (1) quality of language services, (2) quality performance measure implementation, and (3) research pertaining to the effect of effective language service delivery on chronic disease management (Regenstein, Huang 3). Michigan Medicine is a member of this collaborative. The quality control measures established by Speaking Together are based on the Institute of Medicine’s Six Domains of Quality to Language Service (Table 1).

Speaking Together further defined the standards listed below for “qualified” interpreter and bilingual providers. However, Speaking Together left it to the 10 hospitals to determine the definition and practice of “quality” interpretation (Regenstein, Huang 6).

1. Bilingual staff or providers who have been assessed for proficiency in the language(s) for which they provide care.
2. Medical interpreters who have been trained in medical interpreting methods and protocols and assessed for language proficiency.

After careful research and communication with participant hospitals, Speaking Together proposed the following performance measures utilizing a patient-centered framework in order to study the effects of standardization of language services over time (Table 2).

Table 1 Applying IOM’s six domains of quality to language services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>Avoiding injuries to patients from the language assistance that is intended to help them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timeliness</td>
<td>Reducing waits and sometimes harmful delays for those who receive and those who provide language services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
<td>Providing language services based on scientific knowledge that contributes to all who could benefit, and refraining from providing services to those not likely to benefit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>Avoiding waste, including waste of scarce language services resources; the time of patients and clinicians, hospital staff, and interpreter services personnel; and equipment, supplies, ideas, and energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equity</td>
<td>Providing language assistance that does not vary in quality because of personal characteristics, such as language preference, sex, ethnicity, geographic location, and socioeconomic status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient-centeredness</td>
<td>Providing language assistance that is respectful of and responsive to individual patient preferences, needs, culture, and values; and ensuring that patient values guide all clinical decisions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 2 Proposed Speaking Together performance measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure (ST)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ST1</td>
<td>Screening for preferred language. The percent of patients who have been screened for their preferred spoken language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST2</td>
<td>Patients receiving language services from qualified language service providers. The percent of LEP patients receiving initial assessment and discharge instructions from assessed and trained interpreters or from bilingual providers assessed for language proficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST3</td>
<td>Patient wait time. The percent of encounters where the patient wait time for an interpreter is 15 minutes or less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST4</td>
<td>Time spent interpreting. The percent of time interpreters spend providing medical interpretation in clinical encounters with patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST5</td>
<td>Interpreter delay time. The percent of encounters during which interpreters wait less than 10 minutes to provide interpreter services to provider and patient</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


LEP = Limited English proficiency
Speaking Together also required participant hospitals to engage with non-interpreter hospital staff in order to adequately implement these performance measures. Regenstein and Huang (10) report:

“Such a change required hospitals to interact, either directly or indirectly, with registration staff to educate them about the importance of asking about preferred language, offer suggestions about how the information could be recorded, and encourage them to routinely collect the information, despite adding another information field to the registration process.”

This is important to note because Speaking Together has not only orchestrated a concentrated effort to implement national professional and performance standards but also requires these standards to be hospital-wide in implementation, something that has often been unclear in the past, leading to confusion on the part of clinics (Jimenez 16-26). Likewise, other research finds hospital-wide policy statements promoting “service culture” for LEP patients is just as important as ensuring access to professional interpreters in order to deliver quality language services (Hudelson). The Speaking Together collaborative ultimately resulted in increased performance based on their five proposed performance measures and a shift in hospital-wide attitudes towards recognition of the necessity of quality language services, representing the importance of implementing changes and following standardized performance measures (RWJF 13).

Because Michigan Medicine Interpreter Services is already a member of Speaking Together, many issues of standardization are already being implemented. However, UMHS has emphasized only part of these standards by focusing on the performance measures but failing to integrate Interpreter Services into a greater intra-hospital setting (RWJF 21), resulting in continuing inefficiencies on the part of non-interpreter staff (Participant 1).

Technological Innovation in Interpretation Services: Video Remote Interpreting

Besides phone interpretation services, video remote interpreting (VRI) has also become an alternative to face-to-face interpretation recently, especially for those hospitals which continue to struggle with hiring quality interpreters as following Speaking Together standards. Video services are not only more cost effective and convenient, but also “improve access and quality of care to LEP persons...” (Masland 739). As well as this, VRI has documented improvements over telephone-based interpretation, further improving efficiencies of interpreter services during periods of overbooking (Price 226).

Michigan Medicine Interpreter Services is currently in the process of prototyping a VRI system for their organization due to inefficiencies encountered in current scheduling processes, hostility of providers towards past phone interpretation methods, and the potential to generate revenue by expanding their renowned interpretation services beyond the circle of UMHS (Gatonez).

Technological Innovation in Interpretation Services: Electronic Health Record

Michigan Medicine Interpreter Services uses MiChart, an electronic health record (EHR) software program, for the scheduling of interpreters to the LEP patients that
require them. Almost all aspects of patient care are accessed through MiChart, including patient registration and scheduling, transportation services, billing, and patient care orders (MiChart). All approved hospital staff—around 26,000 people—can access MiChart and see past and future visits, assign changes to a patient’s record, and schedule appointments (Swiderski).

Speaking Together includes guides for optimal use of this technology in their initial report on performance measures for hospital language services, informing hospitals that they should meet with IT staff in order to include interpreter registration in their systems (Regenstein, Huang 10). InDemand Interpreting, a technology-enabled language services organization, has created guidelines for effective language service especially related to EHR, noting the following relevant technological and data driven methods of effective interpreter services:

1. Make the preferred language a “stop field” in the software program
2. Track your interpreter requests
3. Compare your interpreter request numbers to the Information Desk and/or Registration numbers
4. Facilitate the documentation on the Electronic Medical Record (EMR) so providers can accurately document the language and the fact that an interpreter was used for the encounter.
5. It is common for patterns of usage to show which will help you staff accordingly
   — For example, Mondays is traditionally a heavy interpreter use day
   — Fridays tend to be lighter in volume
6. Know the number of requests for your top languages and
   — Track daily/monthly requests
   — Track requests by location
Methodological Overview

Contextual Inquiry

In efforts to produce sufficient recommendations for the Michigan Medicine Interpreter Services improper scheduling issue our team followed a human-centered approach for comprehending internal processes by utilizing contextual inquiry techniques. Contextual inquiry consists of gathering field data and requirements by observing an organization’s day-to-day work activities in order to determine a consensus about the workflow in the context of its environment (Holtzblatt 16). It has become a standard within the industry when it comes to analyzing qualitative data. Being able to observe and capture various processes within the Interpreter Services workflow enabled the team to see different work dynamics and allowed us to produce more concrete analysis. Using the contextual inquiry methodology over the course of the semester our team conducted interviews, observed employees, collected artifacts, and interpreted results via affinity diagrams—all of which assisted us in formulating recommendations for Interpreter Services.

Interviews

We interviewed a total of five employees within Interpreter Services, each interview lasting between 45 to 60 minutes. Our main objective for conducting interviews was to determine the bases of the Interpreter Service’s scheduling problem and how their work activities potentially influence or contribute to this issue. Two members from the team conducted each interview: one as interviewer, the other as documenter. During our initial interview, we were able to develop a better understanding of the Interpreter Services and the impact it has on patients and Michigan Medicine as a whole. The following interviews provided insight into how various roles within the Interpreter Services and the utilization of internal systems such as MiChart work together to schedule interpreters for patients. From our observations, we were exposed to a
number of different system tools the Interpreter Services use, such as Snapboard, that function simultaneously to schedule interpreters.

From our second interview, we learned that approximately 1 in 100 patients need interpreters, meaning clinics may not be familiar with the process of scheduling interpreters, perhaps leading to the recorded inefficiencies of the current scheduling processes. The team also gained a better understanding of the relationship between Interpreter Services and clinic clerks. Moreover, we learned about the various communication platforms such as Skype messenger and pager services which serves as the main modes of communication between interpreters and the interpreter schedulers. During our final interview, we were able to discern a reoccurring pattern across all interviews regarding the gaps of times interpreters are busiest and thus most often overbooked: 8:00am -12:00pm and 3:00pm-5:00pm.

**Qualitative Analysis**

After our team completed conducting client interviews, we began to interpret, review and analyze the data we have obtained from interviews and observations. Interpretation sessions were held shortly after our interviews with Interpreter Services in order to analyze our findings. These sessions consisted of an interviewer, a note taker, and a general interpretation team member. The notes taken from our interpretation session were then annotated, allowing the team to clarify unanswered questions and increase our comprehension of the data gathered from the interviews. This enabled us to develop a more concrete analysis of our findings. The next step of our analytical process was the construction of our Affinity Wall. An Affinity Wall can be used to make sense of a large amount of qualitative information. As seen in the image below each sticky note represents a single interpretation of the data collected from our interviews (Figure 3). The summarization of the notes enabled the team to identify patterns and develop new conclusions. Each of the sticky notes were grouped into a hierarchy of various clusters, with red notes representing our two main findings - interpersonal and infrastructure problems with the current scheduling processes. Along with interview observations, the Affinity Wall was essential for analyzing all pieces of qualitative data and producing recommendations for Interpreter Services.
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**Alternative Interpretation Methods**

While in-person interpretation services are often preferred by providers and interpreters, with over 2,000 requests per month and limited resources it is impossible to provide an interpreter for each patient appointment at Michigan Medicine. As a result, alternative interpretation methods, such as remote telephonic or video interpreting, must be explored. Based on our findings and research, integrating these technologies will improve the staffing issues articulated by the client in our initial meeting.

**Finding 1**

Phone interpretation is neither the preferred or most effective method of providing interpreting services to LEP patients, but eliminating this service could potentially lead to legal issues.

**Evidence**

Telephone interpretation, calls to Interpreter Services, and other last-minute interpretation measures are not efficient systems and lack equal and professional standards of care for LEP patients, resulting in frustration on the part of clinics, interpreters, and patients. From our interviews we learned that less than 40% of patients who were assigned phone interpretation were actually using the service (Participant 2). Moreover, there is no clear data or documentation of what happens to the patients who choose not to use the interpreter phone method as providers and patients fail to follow up with Interpreter Services. This option is not as effective as in-person and VRI options (Price 226) and is less popular (Participant 2). As well as this, the loss of visual information sometimes reduces interpretation quality (Masland 742). Additionally, physicians within the Michigan Medicine Health System often resist using these services even when other options are unavailable, risking patients’ ability to understand their diagnoses and treatment options. In addition to the effect this resistance has on patient satisfaction, there are significant legal implications for refusing to provide interpretation services. Under the ADA and the Civil Rights Act, physicians are required to provide an interpreter for LEP patients (Bishop 2012). While telephone interpreting should not be relied on as a primary method of serving LEP patients, when embraced and used correctly, it can provide impromptu interpreter services to avoid legal and ethical troubles.

**Recommendation 1 (Mid-term)**

Eliminating telephonic interpreting completely could leave providers without options when other interpretation services are unavailable, exposing Michigan Medicine to potential legal and ethical issues. However, this method is not as effective as VRI and in-person interpreting, so overuse of telephonic interpreting can lead to lower levels of patient satisfaction and reduced interpretation quality. We recommend utilizing telephonic interpretation only as an emergency measure when all other options have been exhausted to help Michigan Medicine avoid legal ramifications.
Findings and Recommendations cont.

**Finding 2**
Video Remote Interpreting (VRI) is an effective method for providing interpreting services to LEP patients when it is not possible to provide the patient with an in-person interpreter.

**Evidence**
Video remote interpreting (VRI) has become an alternative to face-to-face interpretation, especially for those hospitals which continue to struggle with hiring quality interpreters that adhere to Speaking Together standards. Boasting equal levels of patient satisfaction as in-person interpreting, video services are not only more cost effective and convenient, but also “improve access and quality of care to LEP persons...” (Masland 739). Additionally, VRI has documented improvements over telephone-based interpretation, further improving efficiencies of interpreter services during periods of overbooking (Price 226).

**Recommendation 2 (Long-term)**
While in-person interpretation is preferred by providers and interpreters, the volume of requests for interpretation services make it unrealistic for Interpreter Services to honor each one of these requests. We recommend implementing a VRI system in which patients can be provided with interpreter services even when interpreters are unavailable through.

**Finding 3**
Michigan Medicine’s peer institutions who are members of the Speaking Together initiative have experienced success with VRI, and there is reason to believe Michigan Medicine Interpreter Services would experience similar success if they implemented this method as well.

**Evidence**
The Speaking Together initiative created clear, executable measures to improve the quality of patient care for LEP patients seeking interpreter services. Utilizing these measures, along with technical innovations such as VRI, many member hospitals were able to improve the quality and accessibility of available services for LEP patients, as well as expand offerings to include on-demand services for a wider variety of languages. Patients of Michigan Medicine have similarly benefitted from the adaptation of these quality measures, but resistance against new systems and Speaking Together cultural ideas prevents Michigan Medicine from further advancing care for LEP patients.

**Recommendation 3 (Long-term)**
The Speaking Together initiative has helped Michigan Medicine transform their interpreting services so that they are able to provide the same level of care for which they are known to LEP patients. However, other Speaking Together institutions have successfully implemented systems that would help reduce the impact of the staffing issues articulated by the client. We recommend looking to these institutions for inspiration and following their lead—for example.
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making on-demand interpretation options such as VRI available—to improve the patient experience for LEP patients by reducing wait-time and increasing access for patients speaking a variety of languages.

**LEP Patient Focus**

**Finding 4**
While Interpreter Services exemplifies patient-focused values for LEP patients, training issues and other problems with clinics and hospitals makes it appear as if others in the health system are unaware of how to best care for LEP patients.

**Evidence a**
When speaking to participants in the Interpreter Services office, it was abundantly clear that there is a great deal of respect for LEP patients among those who work with and for this population. Interpreters were willing to adapt their schedules to meet sudden and unexpected needs, interpreter schedulers spend countless hours curating the schedules of the staff interpreters to make sure as many patients as possible have support, and supervisors are committed advocates for their supervisees to ensure they can provide the best care possible. Patient focus is clearly a core value of Michigan Medicine Interpreter Services.

**Evidence b**
Based on interviews conducted with these participants, this value is not as apparent in clerks within the health system due to persistent training and staffing issues, a lack of understanding of the importance of interpreting services, and gaps in cultural understanding. When asked about why they believed clerks were not following through on their responsibility to schedule interpreters for LEP patients, Participant 5 noted that the high turnover rate in clinic offices may be a contributing factor. Coupled with the time-consuming process of learning to use the complex MiChart system, clerks may not be receiving the training needed to understand the importance of these services in serving LEP patients.

**Recommendation 4 (Mid-term)**
While staffing issues at clinics and hospitals around the Michigan Medicine Health System are beyond the control of Interpreter Services, a greater focus on developing compassion and understanding for LEP patient needs in clerks could potentially lessen the impact of these issues on Interpreter Services and LEP patients. We recommend advocating to higher authorities within the Michigan Medicine Health System for this training to be implemented, perhaps using the potential legal or ethical issues and enhanced patient outcomes associated with adequate interpreting services as evidence that it is necessary.

**Finding 5**
There is a lack of communication protocols in place for Interpreter Services and clinics to handle LEP patient issues.
Evidence
When asked how clerks and interpreter schedulers communicate with one another when issues arise, Participant 5 simply answered, “We don’t.” Despite the numerous scheduling conflicts, errors, and changes that are made on a daily basis, it is rare that clerks or interpreter schedulers email, call, or instant message one another to resolve these issues. When appointments are cancelled or rescheduled, interpreter schedulers are often not notified, leading to wasted time and resources.

Recommendation 5 (Short-term)
Providing better care for LEP patients starts with ensuring all those involved in their care are communicating openly with one another. A patient being scheduled without an interpreter, an appointment being cancelled or rescheduled, or other scheduling anomalies are all examples of situations in which interpreter schedulers and/or clerks would benefit from having a procedure established to contact one another so that they can make accommodations for that patient right away. We recommend using the current systems available to interpreter schedulers and clerks, such as phone and email, to develop a communication plan that includes specific modes of communication and situations in which one or both groups should be contacted to not only encourage more open communication between offices but to also provide better, more coordinated care for LEP patients.

Finding 6
Although Michigan Medicine implemented the procedural parts of Speaking Together, it appears that the system may be struggling to embrace the cultural components of the initiative.

Evidence
Despite Michigan Medicine playing an instrumental role in the revolutionary Speaking Together initiative and the creation of the standards that form the basis of interpreter service programs at hospitals and medical facilities around the country, based on our interviews it appears that the knowledge of the purpose and impact of this program, as well as the role of Interpreter Services, is not shared throughout the health system. When interviewing participants 1, 4, and 5 in particular, it became clear through their description of interactions with Clerks that there was a misunderstanding of who was to be scheduling interpreters and why. These participants also were able to describe scenarios in which a lack of cultural sensitivity and knowledge of how to handle the unique needs of LEP patients led to insensitive handling of the scheduling process. Finally, based on our findings with the MiChart system and participants’ description of the scheduling process, it is clear that the technology that is meant to be used to schedule interpreters for LEP patients contributes to the ambiguity surrounding the role of Interpreter Services and Interpreters by placing the mechanisms for scheduling Interpreters in unintuitive places within the system, as well as labeling interpreters as “Secondary Providers”.
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**Recommendation 6a (long-term)**
Similar to recommendation 4 above, handling this finding requires involvement from upper management throughout the hospital system. Advocating for those who train Clerks and manage the facilities in which they work to raise awareness of Interpreter Services and their role, the needs of LEP patients, and incorporating training for handling this population into the onboarding and professional development process may help reduce ambiguity and improve the understanding Clerks have of Interpreting Services at Michigan Medicine.

**Recommendation 6b (mid-term)**
Ambiguity within the MiChart system is a major contributor to many of the issues surrounding scheduling interpreters, and as such, reducing this ambiguity by improving the usability of the system for scheduling purposes is a critical step in improving scheduling outcomes. We recommend doing this by redesigning the scheduling process with the goal of placing the search function for finding interpreters in a more pronounced place in the system. Additionally, using language that is clear and meaningful to clerks (i.e. “Interpreter” instead of “Provider”) may help reduce confusion.

**MiChart**
Michigan Medicine Interpreter Services uses MiChart, an electronic health record (EHR) software program, for the scheduling of interpreters to the LEP patients that require them. Clerks are responsible for scheduling interpreters to patients using this system while Interpreter Services is expected to only schedule patients in cases of emergency, such as surgeries, rescheduling, or absent interpreter. When an LEP patient is not scheduled an interpreter in the MiChart system, they are added to the MiChart worklist, a constantly updating list of patients that interpreter schedulers must manually consult and schedule interpreters from either day-of or day before patient appointments. This often leads to overbooking in the morning and late afternoon and underbooking in the early afternoon, leading to overall inefficient staffing of interpreters. Because Interpreter Services is able to make requests to MiChart for overall system changes, we identified multiple places for improvement and suggested recommendations in the current MiChart system.

**Finding 7**
Both clerks and Interpreter Services acknowledge that scheduling interpreters with the current MiChart system is not an intuitive process.

**Evidence**
Participant 1 offered us a step-by-step process for scheduling interpreters and gave us two training documents for interpreter scheduling in MiChart. Participant 1 acknowledged multiple pain points about this process from the point of view of clerks, including 1) the signifier for “Interpreter needed” is small and located in a place where clerks may not be looking 2) the process of scheduling an interpreter is different from how clerks usually schedule for primary providers 3) the secondary process of scheduling interpreters is lengthy.
Recommendation 7a (Short-term)
Create a more obvious signifier for when a patient requires an interpreter.

Recommendation 7b (Short-term)
Disallow clinic schedulers from completing the scheduling process until an interpreter has been assigned, effectively creating a stop field in the MiChart system. We believe this is easily accomplished since the MiChart system is already configured to recognize that a patient who has not been scheduled an interpreter must be put on to the worklist.

Recommendation 7c (Mid-term)
Redesign the scheduling process to allow clerks to search for both primary and secondary providers at once in the method clerks prefer. By using the search function for both providers and interpreters simultaneously, the system could automatically filter appointments to only show clerks options that have shared availability for both providers and interpreters.

Finding 8
Unlike the previous scheduling software, the MiChart system does not alert clerks or interpreter schedulers when changes to patient schedules have been made, resulting in miscommunication in terms of scheduling.

Evidence
During observation, interpreter schedulers were expected to monitor multiple screens of scheduling data in order to check for any appointment cancellations and updates. They would check these different screens every 3-5 minutes in order to assess whether scheduling was necessary. While interviewing Participant 2, they informed us that the old scheduling software would notify Interpreter Services of a cancellation or schedule change, meaning interpreter schedulers would not be required to constantly and manually check patient schedules for updates.

Recommendation 8a (Short-term)
An updated notification system should be amended to the MiChart system that alerts both interpreter schedulers and clerks about altered appointment information. This would allow an increased communication pathway between Interpreter Services and clerks, resulting in more efficient, transparent understanding of where patients and interpreters are needed to be. Because this system worked well in the past, it would be best to reinstate it in the future.

Recommendation 8b (Short-term)
Interpreter Services and clinics should work together to create protocols for communication (ie. when should one office call the other for what type of situation). Participant 1 stated that although the best clinics--those that schedule interpreters often and well--do not contact them much, they always make sure to in case of appointment changes or cancellations. This is good
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practice for all clinics to adopt as it fosters clear communication pathways and decreases confusion on the part of both Interpreter Services and clerks.

Finding 9
There is underlying animosity between clerks and interpreter services as a result of MiChart inefficiencies, leading to confusion about the role of interpreter services and a cycle of blame.

Evidence
At times, all participants expressed dissatisfaction with the work of clerks and blamed them for many inefficiencies of the MiChart system. When prompted by question for possible fixes that Interpreter Services could implement to mitigate the inefficiencies of the scheduling process, both Participant 1 and Participant 2 adamantly believed that scheduling processes would work perfectly “if only clerks did their jobs correctly.” These comments did not acknowledge the inefficiencies underlying the entire system and instead placed almost all blame onto clerks.

Recommendation 9a (Short-term)
Interpreter Services and clinics should work together to address the scheduling inefficiencies caused by the MiChart system. Perhaps both entities appealing for MiChart changes and more efficient scheduling processes could both encourage cross-department teamwork and the chances of being listened to by both MiChart for system changes and the upper level management needed to make these changes happen.

Recommendation 9b (Mid-term)
Interpreter Services should conduct more thorough, empathetic surveys of what goes wrong in the scheduling process in clinics. By addressing scheduling inefficiencies through clinic-cited pain points, Interpreter Services and clinics can work together to create a better, more efficient scheduling process in the MiChart system.
In order to seek the root causes of the client’s problem and more robust and efficient interpreter services scheduling system, our group conducted contextual inquiry, in-depth interviews and analyzed existing problems to find the most feasible and practical solutions. Through the study, the team was able to analyze a large amount of qualitative data and through this process we truly realized that providing a high quality of interpreter services is crucial to Michigan Medicine as their core mission is to offer excellent care to every patient. As one of the top-notch medical institutions inside and outside the country, future investment based on previously mentioned recommendations would be critical and should be addressed in a timely manner. This would not only allow every patient of Michigan Medicine to enjoy the best medical service but also enables the institution to thrive in the long run. We hope that our recommendation can shed lights on future investigations and improvements into interpreter service scheduling systems at Michigan Medicine.
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